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ABSTRACT

Background: Clinical trials of acupuncture in chronic pain have largely failed to demonstrate efficacy of

traditional over sham acupuncture. However, it should be noted that sham acupuncture is not inert.

Objective: To determine if experimental-pressure pain assessment and chemical neuroimaging can identify

differential responsiveness to sham as opposed to traditional acupuncture.

Patients and Intervention: Fifty patients with fibromyalgia were randomized to either 9 traditional (TA) or

sham (SA) acupuncture treatments over a period of 4 weeks. Both participants and assessors were blinded.

Main Outcome Measures: The main outcome measures were pressure-pain sensitivity at the thumbnail,

insular glutamate + glutamine (Glx), and clinical pain.

Results: Patients with low pain sensitivity (LPS), but not with high pain sensitivity (HPS), had a signifi-

cantly reduced clinical pain response to SA (change in mean [standard deviation (SD)]: HPS - 8.65 [7.91];

LPS - 2.14 [6.68]; p = 0.03). This relationship was not the case for TA (HPS - 6.90 [4.51]; LPS - 6.41 [9.25];

p = 0.88). SA-treated patients who were more sensitive also had greater baseline levels of insular Glx than

patients who were less sensitive (Glx mean [SD]: HPS 11.3 [1.18]; LPS 10.2 [0.54]; p = 0.04).

Conclusions: Pressure-pain testing may identify patients who are less likely to respond to SA. This effect may

relate to the levels of brain excitatory neurotransmitters.
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INTRODUCTION

Randomized sham-controlled clinical trials of

acupuncture in chronic pain conditions have struggled

to show efficacy—because both traditional (TA) and sham

(SA) acupuncture reduce clinical pain.1–4 In the most-recent,

large-scale, individual-patient–data meta-analysis, combin-

ing treatment results from > 5000 patients in sham-

controlled trials, the effect sizes of TA and SA were of

similar magnitude, albeit with a statistically significant

benefit for TA.5 At a minimum, these data indicate that SA is

not an inert intervention. While many approaches have been

taken to improve the analgesic effects of TA, such as using

individualized acupuncture needling locations6,7 and vary-

ing the methods of needle stimulation (manual, electrical,

laser, and thermal stimulation), less attention has been paid

to exploring or identifying specific analgesic factors that are

operative in SA.
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Fibromyalgia (FM) is a chronic, widespread pain condi-

tion with a history of inconclusive clinical trials regarding

acupuncture efficacy.8,9 However, in these trials an in-

creased analgesic response to acupuncture has been shown

for more-invasive interventions, such as electroacupuncture

(EA): Acupuncture trials that compared EA versus SA were

efficacious, whereas trials using manual acupuncture versus

SA were not.10 As EA induces more-robust somatosensory

afference than manual acupuncture, some researchers have

speculated that the degree of sensation that the patient with

pain experiences during needling may play a factor in

treatment response.11

One hallmark of central pain conditions such as FM is a

global reduction in evoked pain thresholds, or increase in

pain sensitivity, at sites throughout the body.12,13 Interest-

ingly, the current authors’ group demonstrated that the degree

of enhanced pain sensitivity in FM is associated with elevated

levels of combined glutamate (Glu), an excitatory neuro-

transmitter, and glutamine (Gln; combination, Glx) within the

insula, a brain region involved in higher-order sensory pro-

cessing.14,15 These data have led the current authors and other

researchers to speculate that elevated excitatory neurotrans-

mission may play a role in enhanced pain sensitivity in FM.

However, the role of this enhanced sensitivity in treatment

response has largely been unexplored.

Here it is proposed that the degree of enhanced sensitivity

to experimental-pressure pain (hyperalgesia) may actually

be a critical factor in determining whether a given patient

responds or does not respond to SA treatment. The current

authors reasoned that, because interventions that generate

greater sensory sensations (somatosensory afference) en-

gender greater clinical response in FM, patients who are less

sensitive to experimental-pain stimuli might actually be

poor clinical pain responders to SA, an intervention that is

likely to generate less sensation than TA. Moreover, those

individuals who are less sensitive to pressure pain may also

have lower levels of brain Glx within pain-processing areas

in the brain, such as the insula.

METHODS

Participants

As part of a larger study investigating the effects of

acupuncture treatment in FM, 56 female patients were re-

cruited and examined. Because of missing clinical data, 6

participants were excluded from the final analysis (N = 50;

mean [standard deviation (SD)] age: 46.0 [13.9] years). All

participants were randomized to receive either nine TA

(n = 22) or nine noninsertive SA (n = 28) treatments over a 4-

week period. Demographics of the sample population are

presented in Table 1. No significant differences were de-

tected between participants in the TA and SA groups for

age, race, duration of FM symptoms, or pretreatment clin-

ical pain scores. Participants gave written informed consent

and all study protocols were approved by the University of

Michigan’s institutional review board. All participants: (1)

met the American College of Rheumatology (1990) crite-

ria16 for the diagnosis of FM for at least 1 year; (2) had

continued presence of pain more than 50% of days; (3) were

willing to limit the introduction of any new medications or

treatment modalities for control of FM symptoms during the

study; (4) were over 18 and under 75 years of age; (5) were

right handed; and (6) had no alcohol intake 48 hours prior to

proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS) studies;

and (7) were capable of giving written informed consent.

Participants were excluded if they: (1) had previous expe-

rience with acupuncture; (2) had current use or a history of

use of opioid or narcotic analgesics; (3) had a history of

substance abuse; (4) had the presence of a known coagu-

lation abnormality, thrombocytopenia, or bleeding diathesis

that could preclude the safe use of acupuncture; (5) had

the presence of concurrent autoimmune or inflammatory

disease, such as rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus er-

ythematosus, inflammatory bowel disease, etc., that causes

pain; (6) had concurrent participation in other therapeutic

trials; (7) were pregnant and nursing mothers; (8) had severe

psychiatric illnesses (current schizophrenia, substance

abuse within 2 years); (9) had current major depression; or

(10) had contraindications to 1H-MRS.

Treatment

An acupuncture treatment protocol was used based on

Traditional Chinese Medicine that was previously utilized

in a large clinical trial of TA versus SA in patients with

FM.4 This protocol was used because: (1) participants could

not determine whether they received TA or SA, and (2)

acupuncture produced robust analgesic effects in both

treatment groups. Participants were randomized via a ran-

dom number generator to either TA or SA groups using

a block of 4 participants. Patient allocation was kept in

Table 1. Participant Demographics

Variables TA SA p-Value

Age yrs mean (SD) 47.5 (12.8) 44.8 (14.7) 0.39*

Duration FM yrs

mean (SD)

7.33 (6.59) 5.78 (6.23) 0.41*

Clinical pain (SF MPQ

Total) mean (SD)

16.6 (6.48) 17.9 (8.66) 0.57*

Race 0.39**

Caucasian 20 24

African American 1 2

Asian 1 0

Uncertain 0 2

*Independent samples t-test; **Chi square.

TA, traditional acupuncture; SA, sham acupuncture; yrs, years; SD,

standard deviation; FM, fibromyalgia; SF MPQ, Short Form of McGill

Pain Questionnaire.
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opaque envelopes that were numbered consecutively and

opened by the practitioner following consent of each par-

ticipant. For both TA and SA, the current authors used a

fixed-needle formula wherein all patients, within a group,

received needling in the same locations. During TA, 9

acupuncture needles (Seirin 0.25 · 50 mm) were inserted at

GV 20, ear Shenmen, LI 4, LI 11, SP 6, LR 3, GB 34, and

bilateral ST 36. Needle-insertion depth was approximately

2 cm for all TA points except for DU 20 and ear Shenmen,

which had shallower insertion depths. All needles below the

neck level were manually manipulated to elicit De Qi sen-

sations. SA participants experienced a non–skin penetrating

pricking sensation at 9 nonacupuncture point locations,

which was evoked using a previously validated sham pro-

cedure.17 Given that this sham intervention did not penetrate

the skin and was designed to not elicit De Qi, the current

authors reasoned that the somatosensory component gen-

erated by this procedure would be likely to be less than the

skin penetrating-TA protocol that elicited De Qi. The sham

locations were within similar body locations as the TA

points; however, the SA location were not on known acu-

puncture points or meridians. A diagram of the current au-

thors’ point locations was previously published.18 The

length of time was similar for needle insertion and manip-

ulation for TA and skin pricking for SA, as was the time of

needle retention for TA and waiting for SA (approximately

30 minutes total time for both treatments). Participants in

both groups received no more than 3 treatments per week.

All participants were blindfolded during each treatment to

prevent patient knowledge of treatment assignment. All TA

and SA treatments were performed by a single practitioner

who was certified by the National Certification Commission

for Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine, with 6 years of pre-

vious experience in treating patients who have chronic pain.

Outcomes

Evoked pressure pain. Prior to TA and SA, discrete

pressure stimuli were applied to each participant’s right

thumbnail using a custom-made stimulation device that

eliminated any direct examiner–subject interaction. The ap-

paratus induced pressure via a hydraulic system connected to

a 1-cm2 hard rubber circular probe that was pressed against

the right thumbnail. The thumbnail was chosen, as it has been

shown to be highly representative of overall pressure sensi-

tivity.19 The stimulator was positioned over the thumb by a

plastic housing and the hydraulic system was activated by

calibrated weights placed on a moveable platform. Valves

incorporated into the hydraulic system controlled stimulus

timing. The combination of valves and calibrated weights

allowed for controlled and repeatable stimulation. Pain-

intensity ratings for each pressure were recorded on a 21-box

numerical descriptor scale.20 This scale had been constructed

from previously quantified verbal descriptors21–23 and has

been shown to be sensitive in other studies.24–27

Prior to the start of pressure-pain testing, the equipment

was demonstrated and explained, using a scripted text and a

few discrete pressure stimuli were applied to familiarize

subjects with the procedure. Additional information and

explanations were provided if required. To first determine

the subject’s pain-sensitivity range, stimuli of 5-second

duration were applied to the right thumbnail in ascend-

ing order with an inter-stimulus interval of 20 seconds. In-

itial stimulation pressure was 0.25 kg/cm2, and the pressure

was increased in 0.25- to 0.50-kg/cm2 increments up to ei-

ther a subject’s level of pain tolerance or to a maximum of

10 kg/cm2.

Custom software was then used to apply the data col-

lected from this ascending series to compute starting stim-

ulus intensities for another set of stimuli controlled by the

method of multiple random staircases. This method is an

interactive algorithm in which software logic continuously

adjusts stimulus intensities to maintain pain ratings at sev-

eral specific levels.28 Three independent staircases were ti-

trated to produce pain sensations rated between 0 and 1

(faint pain), between 7 and 8 (mild–moderate pain), and

between 13 and 14 (strong–slightly intense pain) on the 21-

box numerical descriptor scale described above. On each

trial, the method randomly selected a staircase and delivered

the stimulus intensity associated with that staircase. The

patient response determined the next stimulus intensity de-

livered by that staircase the next time it was selected. This

determination was based on response history and used a

dynamically changing step size to estimate the stimulus

intensity required to produce the level of pain associated

with each particular staircase. Each of the 3 staircases de-

livered 12, 5-second duration stimuli (36 total) at 20-second

intervals. Stimulus intensities (in kg/cm2) obtained from the

middle staircase (mild–moderate pain) were used to di-

chotomize participants into either high (HPS) or low (LPS)

pain sensitivity groups for further analysis. Data from the

other staircases were not analyzed in for the current report.

Clinical pain. Clinical pain was assessed—immediately

prior to and following treatment—with the Short Form of

the McGill Pain Questionnaire (SF MPQ)29 and a 10-cm

visual analogue scale (VAS) for pain. The SF MPQ has two

subscales that measure sensory and affective qualities of

pain. The VAS was bounded by 0 = ‘‘no pain’’ and

10 = ‘‘worst pain imaginable.’’

Proton Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

Sixteen subjects within the SA group underwent con-

ventional magnetic resonance imaging of the brain on a

General Electric 3.0 Tesla MR scanner (GE, Milwaukee)

prior to treatment. Of these participants, 12 were analyzed in

the current authors’ previous work.14,15 Single-voxel spec-

troscopy (SVS) was performed using the following param-

eters: PRESS, TR 3000 ms/TE 30 ms, 90� flip angle; NEX 8,

field of view 16, with a volume of interest (VOI) of
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2 · 2 · 3cm. During each session, two separate SVS se-

quences were performed, once with the VOI placed in

the right anterior insula and once in the right posterior insula

as described previously.14,15 The approximate Montreal

Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates for the center of

the anterior and posterior voxels were: 34, 19, and 0, and

38, - 17, and 8 respectively. These coordinates include re-

gions that have been shown previously to be activated

during acute pain.30 In addition, fMRI trials in FM have

shown augmented pain activity in these regions.27,31 Given

the time constraints for a proton magnetic resonance spec-

troscopy (1H-MRS) session, the right insula was examined

because it was contralateral to the pain stimuli previously

used in the current authors’ previous fMRI trials in FM.14,27

Participants were at rest during the 1H-MRS session. The

raw data from each single-voxel magnetic resonance spec-

troscopy sequence underwent manual postprocessing using
1H-MRS software (LCModel; Oakville, Ontario, Canada).

LCModel uses a linear combination of individual spectra

obtained from pure molecular species to fit the experimental

spectra. Values for Glu, Gln, and Glx were calculated as

absolute concentrations using the water signal for normali-

zation.32 Resulting metabolite absolute concentrations

were reported in arbitrary institutional units (AIUs). Given

that the voxels incorporated cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and

the volume of CSF dilutes 1H-MRS–derived metabolite

values, the metabolite levels were corrected for CSF volume

for each participant. For this voxel-based morphometry

(VBM) was used; this is a ‘‘toolbox’’ that operates within

the image-analysis program Statistical Parametric Mapping

(SPM). High-resolution T1-weighted images were seg-

mented into gray matter, white matter, and CSF and then

regions of interest within the anterior and posterior insula

were used to extract gray matter, white matter, and CSF

volumes from these images using the SPM2 toolbox

Marsbar. Metabolite values were corrected by dividing the

observed concentration in AIU by the percentage of volume

of the entire voxel that was not occupied by CSF (i.e., the

percentage of voxel volume occupied by gray matter plus

white matter). Corrected metabolite concentrations were

used for calculation of differences between groups.

Statistical Analyses

Metabolite levels and pain ratings were entered into IBM

SPSS, version 20 (Chicago IL). The current authors per-

formed a median split of stimulus intensities from the

mild–moderate pain staircase to classify participants as

having either HPS or LPS. Participants with stimulus in-

tensities below the median were classified as HPS (i.e.,

lower stimulus intensities were required to elicit mild–

moderate pain), whereas those with stimulus intensities

above the median were classified as LPS (i.e., higher

stimulus intensities were required to elicit mild–moderate

pain). Independent t-test analysis of response to treatment

(post- minus pretreatment) for the HPS and LPS groups

was performed separately for the SF MPQ (total and sub-

scales) and the VAS for both TA and SA. Clinical response

was also compared between TA and SA within HPS and

LPS groups separately. Next, Glu, Gln, and Glx levels

were examined from the posterior and anterior insula in the

HPS and LPS groups who were treated with SA. As a final

test, a median split of posterior insula Glx (high Glx versus

low Glx), was performed for the SA participants with
1H-MRS data, to examine change in clinical pain following

SA for high and low Glx participants. Significance was set

at a p-value of 0.05, and no corrections were made for

multiple comparisons.

RESULTS

LPS Patients Had Reduced Clinical
Response to SA

The mean and median pressure intensities that elicited

ratings of mild–moderate pain in the 50 FM participants

prior to treatment were 1.71 kg/cm2 and 1.63 kg/cm2, re-

spectively. At baseline, patients in the LPS group had

somewhat less clinical pain than those in the HPS group;

however, this was not statistically significant (SF MPQ total

score mean [SD]: HPS 18.7 [8.21]; LPS 15.8 [7.00];

p = 0.18). There were also no differences in the TA and SA

groups for baseline clinical pain levels (SF MPQ total score

mean [SD]: TA 16.6 [6.48]; SA 17.9 [8.66]; p = 0.57).

Interestingly, individuals who had lower evoked

pressure-pain sensitivity at baseline, had less reduction

in clinical pain following SA than those with higher

evoked pressure-pain sensitivity (Figure 1; Table 2; post-

minus pretreatment change in SF MPQ, total mean [SD]:

HPS - 8.65 [7.91]; LPS - 2.14 [6.68]; p = 0.03). This

finding was largely the result of changes in the sensory as

opposed to the affective dimension of pain (see Table 2). A

trend for less reduction in clinical pain within the LPS

group was also detected on the VAS scale (post- minus

pretreatment change in VAS mean [SD]: HPS - 1.71 [2.59];

LPS - 0.19 [1.53]; p = 0.07). The relationship between LPS

and HPS following SA was not observed for TA (change in

SF MPQ, total mean [SD]: HPS - 6.90 [4.51]; LPS - 6.41

[9.25]; p = 0.88) in which both groups showed a similar

clinically meaningful response to treatment.

In a direct comparison between the SA and TA, there was

a significant improvement for TA, compared to SA within

the LPS group for the sensory score of the SF MPQ (post-

minus pretreatment change mean [SD]: TA - 5.10 [3.63];

SA - 1.21 [4.58]; p = 0.037) and a trend for the total score

(post- minus pretreatment change mean [SD]: TA - 6.90

[4.51]; SA - 2.14 [6.68]; p = 0.06). This was not observed

for the HPS group, wherein both TA and SA engendered

approximately equivalent analgesia (all p > 0.50).
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LPS Patients Within the SA Group
Had Reduced Insular Glx

HPS patients in the SA group had elevated baseline levels

of posterior insular Glx, compared to patients who were less

sensitive (Figure 2; Glx mean [SD]: HPS 11.3 [1.18]; LPS

10.2 [0.54]; p = 0.04). This effect was largely the result of

differences in Glu (Glu mean [SD]: HPS 7.21 [0.49]; LPS

6.50 [0.56]; p = 0.017) as Gln levels were similar across

groups (Gln mean [SD]: HPS 4.05 [1.22]; LPS 3.72 [0.55];

p = 0.50). Although this was not statistically significant,

patients with higher posterior insula Glx levels had a nu-

merically greater clinical pain reduction than patients with

lower Glx levels (post- minus prechange in SF MPQ total

score mean [SD]: High Glx - 6.38 [9.65]; Low Glx - 2.13

[6.22]; p = 0.31). No significant differences between HPS

and LPS for brain metabolite levels (Glx, Glu, and Gln)

within the anterior insula were detected (all p > 0.65).

DISCUSSION

Previous, randomized sham-controlled trials of acu-

puncture in chronic pain have largely failed to show

meaningful differences between SA and TA treatments.

While this may, in part, be the result of a failure to use

appropriate acupuncture methods, such as individualized

treatments, this also may arise from an exaggerated re-

sponse to SA of patients who have chronic pain. Specifi-

cally, the underlying pain mechanisms operative in a given

patient may play a role in how well that patient responds to

SA. Indeed the heterogeneity present in the symptom ex-

pression of complex, chronic pain disorders such as FM33

may be one such factor in sham responsiveness. Here the

current study shows, for the first time, that an enhanced

response to SA may be present in patients who are more

sensitive to experimental-pressure stimuli and, moreover,

this factor may result from an elevated concentration of

excitatory neurotransmitters within the posterior insula, a

multimodal sensory processing region of the brain.

The current authors believe that there are differing

amounts of sensation generated during TA and SA inter-

ventions. While, in the current trial, both groups experi-

enced the sensation of needle pricking, there was no needle

insertion or De Qi sought in the SA group. Therefore, it was

reasoned that the SA group experienced none of the more-

intense sensations that occur following needle insertion in

Table 2. Clinical Pain Response of HPS and LPS Groups to TA and SA

95% CIChange in clinical pain

(post-treatment minus

pretreatment) LPS HPS p-Value Lower Upper

SA group

SF MPQ Total - 2.14(6.68) - 8.65(7.91) 0.027* 0.81 12.19

SF MPQ Sensory - 1.21(4.58) - 6.79(6.76) 0.017* 1.09 10.05

SF MPQ Affective - 0.93(2.70) - 1.86(1.79) 0.29 - 0.85 2.71

VAS - 0.19(1.53) - 1.71(2.59) 0.07 - 0.13 3.17

TA group

SF MPQ Total - 6.90(4.51) - 6.42(9.26) 0.88 - 7.18 6.22

SF MPQ Sensory - 5.10(3.63) - 5.17(8.13) 0.98 - 5.74 5.88

SF MPQ Affective - 1.80(1.23) - 1.25(1.71) 0.41 - 1.90 0.80

VAS - 0.67(1.71) - 0.13(2.02) 0.52 - 2.22 1.15

*p-Value < 0.05 for t-test comparing change in clinical pain for HPS vs LPS.

HPS, high pain sensitivity; LPS, low pain sensitivity; TA, traditional acupuncture; SA, sham acupuncture; SF MPQ, Short Form of McGill Pain

Questionnaire; VAS, visual analogue scale.

FIG. 1. Patients with LPS do not respond to SA. Change in the
SF MPQ total score mean and SE for SA (gray bars) and TA
(white bars) shows significantly less reduction of clinical pain
during SA for LPS, compared to HPS participants. Similar re-
ductions in clinical pain were seen for LPS and HPS during TA.
LPS, low pain sensitivity; SA, sham acupuncture; SF MPQ, Short
Form of McGill Pain Questionnaire; SE standard error; TA, tra-
ditional acupuncture.
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TA. The current authors and other researchers11 hypothesize

that there may be a threshold of sensation that has to be

exceeded for an acupuncture intervention to induce anal-

gesia. The current authors posit that this threshold was not

reached for the group with LPS who received SA treat-

ments, whereas the patients with FM who had HPS and who

received this same SA treatment did exceed this threshold.

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that that both LPS

and HPS groups responded equally to TA.

Another interesting possibility is that TA is composed of

both specific effects of needling plus other nonspecific

placebo effects. HPS subjects may be more sensitive to

placebo interventions and were, thus, responsive to SA,

whereas TA was able to reduce pain in both LPS and HPS

subgroups because of recruitment of both specific and

nonspecific mechanisms underlying analgesia. As such, the

current authors recommend further investigation into the

relative amounts of specific and nonspecific effects within

TA and SA interventions.

This trial has many limitations that need to be recognized

before drawing conclusions. First these data originated from

a fairly small number of patients with FM, and, thus, these

findings may not be obtained in larger, more-definitive tri-

als. Second all participants in this trial were women. It is

unknown if these results would also be found in men with

FM. Third, this trial was only performed in a single chronic-

pain condition, and it is uncertain if these findings would be

found in other chronic pain disorders. Further work is re-

quired to explore the generalizability of these results to

other chronic pain states. Finally, although it was reasoned

that the TA intervention resulted in enhanced sensory

stimulation caused by the De Qi elicited, the current authors

did not specifically assess if the participants responded with

greater sensory sensations following TA, compared to SA.

This information would have improved the significance of

this overarching model.

CONCLUSIONS

Interindividual differences in pain sensitivity predict the

subsequent analgesic response to SA as opposed to TA.

This, in part, may originate from differences in the con-

centration of specific excitatory neurotransmitters within the

brain. These data may be helpful in the design of future

clinical trials of acupuncture in FM and potentially other

chronic-pain disorders that have individual variations in

evoked pain sensitivity.
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